Friday, 24th April 2015
Hall of the Academic Senate, AR-UB 032

10:00 Opening Ceremony

10:15-12:15
Panel I - Borders
Chair: Gerd Morgenthaler (Siegen)

Giuliana Laschi (Bologna)
A secure Europe? Space, borders, security and new neighbors in historical perspective

Carlos E. Pacheco Amaral (Azores)
On evolving nature of borders and political community

Dionysios Tsirigotis (Piraeus)
States in a debordering world. Territoriality: A necessary fiction or a pre-suppositional condition for birth and maintenance of the modern international system?

Ines Katenthusen (Hannover)
Disappearing in Providence. A German in Rhode Island, 1937-1941

14:00-16:15
Panel II - Borders
Chair: Raphaëla Averkorn (Siegen)

Ilias Papagiannopoulos (Piraeus)
"Diseases don't respect borders": On the historical and political significance of a metaphor

Fabio Casini (Bologna)
Informed people in a European society: an objective of the communitarian information policy

Cristina Blanco Sío-López (EUI)
Reuniting dimensions? Correlations and discrepancies between EU migration policy and EU enlargement towards Southern and Eastern Europe

Silvia Ferreira (Coimbra)
Negotiating boundaries between state, society and the economy in welfare governance: a system analytical perspective

16:30-18:00 Workshop I

Coordinator: Prof. Dr. Raphaëla Averkorn (Siegen)
Saturday, 25th April 2015
Hall of the Academic Senate, AR-UB 032

10:15-11:30
Panel III - Energy and Security
Chair: Marta Schmidt (Siegen)

Athanasios Dagoumas (Piraeus)
Achieving a triple dividend for the EU: Energy security, internal energy market and climate change. The role of Greece

John Paravantis & Athanasios Samaras (Piraeus)
Fuel poverty in Greece and the European Union

13:00-14:30
Panel IV – Energy and Security
Chair: Giuliana Laschi (Bologna)

Nikolaos Raptopoulos (Piraeus)
Turkey's place in the EU energy security in the post Crimean crisis era: Goals, strategies and gains of a privileged intermediary between EU and Russia

Markos Troulis (Piraeus)
Looking for the fourth artery: EU's quest for energy diversification and the viability of the Turkish option

Evaghoras L. Evaghorou (Piraeus)
Contemporary issues in the Cyprus problem: Energy, strategy and security

14:45-16:15 Workshop II
16:15-17:15 Presentation of Results